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2Watt’s Up

Introduction
Writing this article has been relatively
straight forward, as it just covers
things that are looming large in front
of me at the moment. It wasn’t until
I got to the end that I realised that I
not written anything in the way of an
intro. I guess that’s the probably the
equivalent of setting up the launch-
point, and then realising that you
have left the logs and radios in the
office. Not something I have done,
but there’s always a first time!

Sailplane licensing
In a number of my articles over the
last few years, I have talked about
sailplane licensing and it has mainly

related to how the CAA have granted a further extension to the
implementation date, and that there was no need to panic just yet.

Well, the headline news is that there will not be any further extensions
to the deadline, so from 8 December 2021, gliding will be operating
under Part SFCL. (National rules still apply for Annex 1 gliders, i.e.,
those that don’t have a G reg)

Before people start running for the hills and shouting that gliding is
doomed now that we have to have licenses, I just need to remind you
that for most people, it will be no more than a simple paperwork
exercise and then handing over a small amount of money to the BGA.

The following is a very brief guide on how to apply for the license. We
also aim is to complement it with a “How to” YouTube video in the
next few weeks.

Step 1
Do a medical declaration. The new Pilot Medical Declaration effectively
replaces the LAPL medical and will be fine for all gliders and TMG’s
that you will operate. The PMD is only valid in the UK. Only if you want
to operate abroad with you license, or fly a foreign registered aircraft
will you need to visit an Aviation Medical Examiner to get a Class 2
medical.

Applying for a PMD is a relatively straightforward process and has
been covered it in a previous email to members. Just in case you
missed the email, here is the link to the web portal for registering
with the CAA and applying for a PMD https://www.caa.co.uk/Our-
work/About-us/Doing-business-with-the-CAA/Customer-
portal/

Step 2
Download the licence application form from the BGA website. Read
the guidance notes at the beginning of the form and then decide what
you need to apply for based on your current BGA qualifications and
your CAA/National licenses.

https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-licence-conversion/

You then need to fill in the form and tick the boxes for all of the ratings
that you wish to apply for. Any of the ratings that are not issued by
the BGA will also require supporting evidence in the form of certified
copies.

Step 3
Bring the completed form along with the photocopies of the documents
that need certifying to either me, or one of the other people who can
sign the documents (Chairman, Club Secretary, CAA Examiner). Now
this is the really, really important bit. You need to bring along the
original documents, as the statement that we sign on the copy
states that we have seen the original and it is a true copy.

https://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/Doing-business-with-the-CAA/Customer-portal/
https://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/Doing-business-with-the-CAA/Customer-portal/
https://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/Doing-business-with-the-CAA/Customer-portal/
https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-licence-conversion/


The BGA licensing web-page contains a useful
section on FAQs, but obviously it won’t be able
to cover everything that relates to licensing
applications, so if you do have any questions
that are not covered in either the application
guidance, or the FAQs then feel free to contact
either myself or Jordan, and I am sure that
we will be able to help.

The end of restrictions
The Government’s announcement a few weeks
ago about the one-month extension to the
COVID restriction was not unexpected at the
time, and the reality for us is that it just means

that we have to carry on with our current operations for a little bit
longer.

As a reminder we are still required to wear masks when flying dual in
club gliders, and when we finish the flying session, the cockpit area
should be sanitised with the wipes that are available at the launch-
point or hangar.

Once the final restrictions have been lifted, the following activities will
also come back into play.

Compass flights. They will hopefully be available at weekends from
the end of July, and a booking slot for P2s will be visible on the Lasham
training system. P1s will be contacted shortly.

Task setting at the morning briefing
This will resume once the restrictions have been lifted, and as always,
it’s just an indication of where we think the best soaring areas are
and how far you are likely to be able to go, given the predicted weather.

Please remember that if you intend to continue planning your own
tasks, you need to do the due diligence in reviewing where you are
going and how that impacts on other airspace users. Setting a task
through an active parachute zone, or over a busy airfield with an active
ATZ is probably best avoided.

Airspace again
The quest for controlled airspace is driven partly by the desires of Air
Traffic Controllers to control the aircraft that they are talking too, but
also by operators looking at increased revenue streams through
attracting more airlines to their airport. While the desire for more
airspace is understandable, its design and implementation comes with
a large cost and this is usually borne by the stakeholder, which in
most cases is the operator of an airport.

As COVID has had a major impact on both the airline industry and
airports, it will come as no surprise to anyone, that most of the active
Airspace Change Proposals have been put on hold for the moment.
It’s certainly not a time to sit back and relax, as they have not gone
away and a recent Government grant may well mean that some of
them could come back in to play in the very near future.

The nearest one to Lasham is Southampton. Their web-site states
that the ACP is currently paused, but this may change at any time,
so when it does, we will let the membership know what’s happening
and how everyone can engage.

I talked in the first paragraph about money being the driver, and this
is certainly the case with drone activity, and their race to find main-
stream commercial activities for them to undertake. It’s almost on a
weekly basis that we hear about a drone operator starting an ACP for
a Temporary Danger Area, and the latest one to hit the email inbox
is from Cranfield University. The current plan appears to involve a
low-level route to the east of the airfield and out to the north of
Bedford. It currently looks like the original time-frame for the low-level
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corridor may have slipped, so it may not affect us when flying cross
-country.

Editor’s note: Colin would like all instances of refusals by Boscombe
Radar to cross the temporary danger area at Keevil to be reported to
him (with date and time). In this way we will have evidence to support
our complaint of regular refusal when their proposal promised a
crossing service.

Advanced Soaring Course.
There are still a couple of places available on the advanced cross-
country course running from the 24-30 July.

��I La�h�� G�i�ing So��e�y

Do we need a magazine?
Seventy years ago in August 1951 the Surrey Gliding Club (and
Imperial College Gliding Club) moved to Lasham. One of the first
things that SGC did was to issue a magazine to maintain the bond
between members. At varying intervals thereafter until 2009,
members received a printed mag. Much to the relief of the office staff,
who could be found on their hands and knees trying to fill 800
envelopes, I decided that we should go on-line for the October 2009
edition. This allowed flexibility of size and format, colour, cost saving
and adherence to a regular three-times-a-year cycle.

Times have moved on. Several people have said that in the days of
Facebook and YouTube, magazines have had their day. Much news is
on Facebook groups and “how I did it” can be found in the BGA Ladder.
The CoM, CFI and VGC can also just issue emails to the members
whenever they want. So is there still a role for a formal publication?

As editor for the past eleven years I have still felt that there was some
material that best fitted the magazine format. The spur of a deadline
for an event seemed to prompt people to write something substantial
rather than just a post of hot news on Facebook. Good articles are
still possible on a whole variety of things, eg technical subjects, foreign
trips, obituaries, history, humour and safety. However the flow has
recently been drying up. Perhaps fresh ideas are needed.

I will take a view about the future after the edition due on 1 November
2021. Perhaps I merely have to re-adjust my ambitions. But, if
someone else wants to take up the challenge as editor after that,
please apply to the Committee of Management. They will want to
ensure that the new editor is not going to publish anything detrimental
to the Society. I will happily do a “hand-over”.

Editor (for now)
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5Vintage News

Flying activities
Good news is that we’ve started flying our gliders again! The first flight
of the year by a GHC glider was on 31 March when, after restoration,
the prototype EoN Olympia 460 took to the skies flown by Gary Pullen.
It’s proving popular amongst our members.

The prototype Slingsby T51 Dart has also flown again on 2 May. With
just a 15m span and a heavy wooden main spar, it’s a bit of a lead-sled
and doesn’t like weak days! Nevertheless it is the prototype Dart and
led on to the Dart 17r, one of Slingsby’s most successful gliders.

What’s happening in the workshop
Now to the GHC workshop and let me introduce you to “Fred” our
night-watchman, though he’s somewhat taciturn I have to say!

Being serious, “Fred” is the
mannequin for the Clarke Chanute
biplane glider on loan to us since
January 2018 from the Royal Aero
Club Trust.

This is the oldest original glider in
the UK by quite a few years, the
next one that I’m aware of, is the
Bill Manuel 1932 Willow Wren on
display at the GHC.

The Chanute was built by TWK
Clarke & Co, Kingston-on-Thames
in 1910 for the Royal Aero Club.
The RAC loaned it to the Science
Museum, South Kensington, in
early 1913 for a special
aeronautical exhibition.

It remained on display at the Science Museum until 1961 when it went
into store. After that it was on display at the RAF Museum, Hendon.
Whilst we don’t believe it’s ever flown, it’s clearly enjoyed quite a
celebrated life before the general public.

A 111 years of longevity and there’s not surprisingly been some
restoration carried out along the way. The last significant one was
2001-3 and at the GHC workshop we’re now well into a major
recovering and overall restoration project led by David Siddall, with
the approval of the Royal Aero Club Trust.

Olympia 460 - Ready for its first flight since Sept 1999, photo
Paul Haliday



The other major restoration (and it really is MAJOR!) we have
underway is that of our Spalinger S21h two-seater. This was built in
Switzerland and completed and first flown in 1944, we believe it last
flew in 1961.

The glider was donated to Mike Russell’s Russavia and brought to the
UK in March 1980 though it was always stored and never on display
at Duxford. It was passed on to David Braham in the late 1980s when
the Russavia operation went downhill. David Braham’s intention was
to restore it at his Henlow workshop, though not much progress had
been made by his death in 2017. The BGA notified the GHC of its
availability and we went along to Henlow to collect it in December
2017.

The photo shows Colin Simpson in the front and Ray Whittaker the
back. Who’d be an instructor in the back seat?! No vision topside at
all.

The Spalinger went on display in the roof of our second hangar and
then, with our new workshop becoming operational in April this year,
we decided to bite the bullet and start a full restoration led by Gary
Pullen with the intention of getting it flying again. The first component
in was the port wing and we were in for quite a shock!

After stripping the fabric off we found there were several gnawed
holes, some substantial in size, one indeed into the hollow main spar.
We thought b****y mice! However, shades of the famous Fawlty
Towers episode, someone who knew about rodents said with authority,
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Fred trying out the Chanute biplane glider

Picture of the
actual glider
during its
flying days in
Switzerland

The Spalinger
Jan 2018 after
rigging for the
first time, photo
John Carpenter.)



“That is a RAT!”, more likely several of the pesky things. When? We’ll
never know, but if you’d seen David Braham’s workshop, that period
would be a strong favourite.

The thought was “Oh, that’s it, just a cosmetic restoration, the glider
will never fly again”. However, we’re blessed at Lasham in having the
BGA chief technical officer, Gordon McDonald, and the head of the
BGA technical committee, Howard Torode, as members. They both
said the glue was perfectly sound and whilst there were many wood
repairs to be done, it was feasible. So with Gary Pullen and Ray
Whittaker doing most of the work, we’ve set out on the odyssey.

Still loads of woodwork required before we recover with fabric. Gary
thinks we should have completed the port wing by the autumn, and
then for the starboard one, albeit a cursory inspection suggests it
wasn’t a home for rodents, fingers crossed on that!

GHC visits and external
This remains the one gloomy area. Whilst we can accommodate
specially arranged site tours for a small number of people (four max),
our “Just turn up on Sundays at 2pm” tours and major group visits
remain suspended. At our committee meeting on 20 June we decided
to review the situation, once we know what the plans for Covid
relaxation are on 19 July. The GHC hasn’t been able to support any
external events so far this year, and I think that’s unlikely to change.

Opening event for the Trish Williams Memorial Workshop
Most definitely on our radar. When? Well that’s down to the
Government removing social distancing as a requirement for large
groups. We’re hoping for a Sunday in late September or early October.
It should be quite an occasion, with a well-known personality giving
the opening speech and a lot of guests, many external to Lasham.
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Port wing  of the Spalinger 19 June 2021

The Energy Line
It was one of those days. I just couldn’t get going. None of the
promising clouds seemed to work – just a few weak climbs. Just
enough to keep me up. I was about to give up, when I spotted a glider
heading away from Lasham and clearly climbing. In a straight line.
Wow, I thought – he must have found an invisible line of energy! I
turned and followed. No lift here. Edged over a bit. Still no lift, but
the glider ahead was still rising. No matter where I went, I couldn’t
find the line of energy. The ground was getting bigger and the glider
ahead was getting smaller. Then there was a glint on its wings as it
turned, which is when I spotted the little windmill gently folding itself
away into its slot behind the pilot.
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Reflecting on 70 years of Lasham’s
every day artefacts

With Lasham’s 80th anniversary as an
airfield, and its 70th as a gliding club
approaching, I thought it might be fun
to dip into the past and explore some of
the small items that have played a role
in our everyday Lasham lives over the
years.

Try to imagine, in the distant future, a
team of anthropologists or
archaeologists arriving on site seeking
to unearth some of those quite humble
items which have contributed to the life
the world’s premier gliding club. For
starters, here are a few suggestions.
(There are more to follow in the next
edition of “Rising Air”.)

The old main hangar padlock
For many years, Lasham’s entire fleet of gliders and tugs resided in
the old main hangar, with birds nesting in the roof and its original
WW2 black tin cladding rusting away. The only security was provided
by the sheer intransigence of the hangar doors; reluctant to move,
but always threatening to drop a hefty steel wheel onto the unwary
below.

High jinks and petty misdemeanours were always part of the Lasham
scene – mostly harmless and sometime ingenious, like the local lad
who attempted to use an open trailer as an Evil Knievel-style
motorbike launching ramp. But for the Committee of Management, a

big worry was the risk of gliders and tugs being destroyed by
vandalism or arson.

So, after much discussion, the Society invested in a large brass
combination padlock which at least would prove to our insurers that
we had taken ‘reasonable steps’. Some members will recall its
four-digit code to this day (Ed: or at least backwards). But plenty did
not, and over several decades, many’s the icy winter morning when
a duty instructor arrived to find the doors still shut tight and his
charges huddled round the padlock and scrolling unsuccessfully
through the faded digits.

With the application of Brasso and some WD40, and mounted on a
wooden block, one day this artefact might lend itself to
transformation into some sort of trophy for LGS.

A bunkhouse blanket
Before luxury lodges, mobile homes and touring caravans became
available and affordable, a few early Lasham members staked their
claims by erecting their own small garden sheds or slightly larger
wooden or asbestos-clad structures. However, the procedure for
most was to doss down in one of the bunkhouses, which were the four
low, WW2 buildings to the north of the clubhouse. (Ladies to the left,
all other genders in the rest, with segregated washing facilities
behind the left-hand pair.) One section known as ‘The Flops’ – but I
cannot remember why.

The old ex-military or institutional beds had rudimentary mattresses,
but no other creature comforts. So the procedure was, for a modest
fee, to help yourself to some rough old grey(ish) blankets from a
store cupboard in the clubhouse hallway.

On departure, one returned those same blankets to the cupboard
ready for the next user. The price of an overnight stay was modest.
I don’t remember any bed bugs, but neither do I recall any blanket-
washing arrangements.

Bob Pirie is an ex-flying
member. He joined Lasham
in 1955 and was one of the
first Little Green Men (comp
launching helpers) with
Mike Vickery. He progressed
to being a Group Leader for
many years.



Diligent anthropologists putting one of these items under a
microscope might find all sorts of stains, cigarette burns and
deceased insects.

A Mike Evans original rock cake, scone or doughnut
Feeding an unpredictable and price-conscious throng of Lashamites
has always been a tough call. But for nearly 70 years a succession of
caterers has worked hard to provide an affordable choice of tasty and
imaginative dishes and sandwiches, along with a continuous flow of
tea, coffee and soft drinks. Indeed, at the time of writing, ever higher
standards of cuisine are being delivered.

With the passage of time, the pleasures of some items like fried
bread, kippers and even jugged hare (!) may have escaped us. But
who could ever forget the delight of sinking one’s teeth into one of
Little Mike Evans’s freshly baked confections?  (Not to be confused
with a rather taller Mike Evans who belonged to the IBM club and who
had no known culinary skills.)

“Are the rock cakes ready yet?” was a question that echoed from
launch point to grid, and news of their availability attracted groups of
cyclists and motorcyclists, as well as even fly-in visitors. (Ed: To
which Mike Evans would reply for the umpteenth time, “THEY’RE
SCONES!”)

One can only hope that one day a specialist investigator will excavate
and deconstruct one of Mike’s delights in order to re-create the
original recipe.

The briefing room glider
Since the earliest days of aviation, pilot training has usually involved
the use of a model aircraft for bringing certain techniques and
dangers to life. “Imagine yourself, a cable-break in full climb, with
decaying air speed” is always better demonstrated with a skilfully

brandished model glider than by weaving a grubby hand through the
air.

If it is not in the Gliding Heritage Centre’s collection already, I hope
that a diligent seeker of wisdom may unearth and conserve Lasham’s
ancient wood and aluminium training aid, which for over half a
century helped to reveal the mysteries of our great sport to
thousands of trainees. (Ed: I can’t find it!)

If you find it, treat it with respect, because what you are handling has
been caressed and abused by thousands of trainees, as well as great
mentors like Piggott, Joint, Phillips, McAndrew, MacDonald, Watt and
many others. (If anyone can remember who made it, please let the
editor know.)

An original Capstan
No, not a T49 two-seater glider, nor the macho, full-strength
cigarette produced by W.D.&H.O. Wills, after which the glider was
named. In the early 1960s and on many occasions subsequently, the
BGA and its member clubs enjoyed close associations with tobacco
and alcoholic drinks companies, and Lasham led the way by
benefiting from the generosity of sponsors like Wills cigarettes, Arctic
Lite lager and a rather ‘distinctive’ aperitif called Punt-e-mes. I am
sure there are many more I have missed.

But back to the capstan. As well as sponsoring a glider, I seem to
recall that at least one National Gliding Championship also enjoyed
Wills’ sponsorship and saw the introduction of an innovative and
unusual promotional tool. About knee-high and moulded from
fibreglass, it was a gleaming white nautical capstan that looks just
like the real thing.

As well as being novel examples of early, volume-produced
promotional items for a cigarette brand, the gradually decreasing
‘gaggle’ of capstans remained at Lasham for many years, serving as
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temporary bollards, rather like traffic cones are used today. If you
come across one, spare a thought for our sponsors, then donate  it to
the Gliding Heritage Centre.

Instruments of music – or for some, torture
Lasham has been home to some fine musicians, from ‘G’ Dale and
various member-led rock bands, through to performers who brought
the sound of music (or something resembling it) to the airfield back in
the early days.

Lasham always seemed to have a distressed and un-tuned piano in the
clubhouse for sing-a-longs, but individual performers of note were Jill
Walker on her red squeeze-box, Mike Neale with his large bongo drum,
and a young and willowy Brenda Horsfield performing a solo dance
routine.

But the most precious prize for any serious archaeologist to unearth
would be Doc Slater’s musical bicycle. Dr AE Slater was a highly
respected BGA vice-president, editor of Sailplane and Gliding, and a
regular attendee at gliding competitions.

I was never aware of him actually taking to the air, but he was adept
at taking control of the most clapped-out piano, and his piece de
resistance was persuading a rendition of Mozart’s classic “Eine klein
nachtmusik” out of a bicycle frame, to which he had added a trumpet-
like mouthpiece.

I think half a dozen Lasham artefacts are enough for anyone to digest
– but more in the next issue of “Rising Air”, if you find them interesting.

B�b P�r�e
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Anne Soltow of Imperial College (aeronautical engineering)
gained her Bronze Badge, Cross-Country Endorsement and in
June, as shown in this photo, flew to Abingdon and back for her
Silver Distance and Height.

In March Anne won a competition by the Blades Aerobatic Team
for a flight with Blade 2, Kirsty Murphy, who is an ex-Red Arrows
pilot.  The Blades are a British civilian aerobatic team based at
the Sywell Aerodrome in Northamptonshire. (The Blades are a
subsidiary of 2Excel Aviation, as is our big tenant.)

Having also won a scholarship from the Honourable Company of
Air Pilots, Anne also completed her first solo flight at Fairoaks
Airport on 26 June in a Cessna 152. This was after eight hours of
power-flying and having only started her PPL course one week
earlier.



In May Phil Marks bought his immaculate and very rare ASW12 to Lasham for
BGA technical officer, Gordon MacDonald, to look at. It is only one of nine left
in the world. It is one of the eight still airworthy, and the only one in the UK.

The glider has an interesting history. It was the last one built by the Schleicher
factory in Germany in 1969. The BGA bought it for George Burton to fly the
1970 World Championships in Marfa, Texas.

The ASW12 is unusual as it has no air-brakes, for approach and landing control.
Instead it merely has a braking parachute. The system proved unreliable and
a number of ASW 12 were retrofitted with a second parachute to reduce the
risk of an unsuccessful landing.

At the same time, George had negotiated a contract with Glasflugel in Germany
to manufacture their new glider, the Kestrel, at Slingsby Sailplanes in
Kirbymoorside in Yorkshire. However the Glasflugel factory offered George a
brand new Kestrel 17 with extended tips to 19m to fly at the championships.
George took them up on their offer. The BGA then offered their ASW12 to John
Delafield to fly at Marfa.

At that contest ASW 12 gliders took five of the top ten places in the Open Class
with John and the BGA glider taking seventh place, George was fourth in the
new Kestrel 19. George Moffat of the USA won in the brand new, one-off
Nimbus (1).

After the contest, the glider was sold in the USA, where it flew for 25 years
before being bought by Phil Marks, who bought it back to the UK. He has owned
and flown it ever since. When it came back to Lasham in early May,
coincidently, John Delafield was on-site and so was finally reunited with his
World Championship glider from 51 years ago.

John Delafield is in the final stages of proof-reading his long-awaited
autobiography, I for one cannot wait for that to be published!
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12The season so far

As in previous years, I have listed the top twenty flights from Lasham
with the highest total score on the National Ladder for the year to
date. All flights started and ended at a Lasham, Alton or Four Marks
turn-point unless stated. As I have said before, many other people fly
each day, but unaccountably do not record their flights, so many epics
are not recorded here.

It was a relief when I saw the list had eleven different pilots. I had
previously considered changing the list to the best flight from each
pilot, but that would have meant a list of 89 pilots.

Easter Bank Holiday Monday was the first real cross-country day, after
some quiet days to get into practice again. A blast of Arctic air

Date Pilot Glider Turbo Task km kph
07 May Andy Aveling ARCUS Turbo Llanbadarn - Talgarth - Bury St Edmunds -Lower Clopton 804 107
07 May G Dale ASH 25 WL Llanidoes - Banbury - Watton - Mursley 758 100
23 June Andy Aveling ARCUS Turbo Bovey Tracey - Oundle - Fordingbidge 756 98
05 June Tom Arscott LS7 WL Havant NW - Scunthorpe N 609 92
05 June G Dale ASW 24 W Havant NW - Scunthorpe N 609 91
07 May Roy Pentecost ASG 29 15m Turbo Havant S - Hay- on Wye - Earith 610 91
05 June Jake Brattle LS7 WL Havant NW - Scunthorpe N 609 86
15 April Andy Aveling ARCUS Turbo Bude - Melbury Bubb - Cleeve Hill 616 105
23 June Adrian Emck KA 6E Bishop’s Caundle-Bullington - Norman Cross-Oxford M40 509 68
02 May G Dale ASW 24 Burley Gate - Banbury - Earith - Oxford East 508 91
07 May Luke Dale ASW 24 W Burley Gate - Banbury - Earith - Oxford East 508 92
07 May Paul Fritche LS8 Burley Gate - Banbury - Earith - Oxford East 508 98
02 May Tom Arscott LS7 WL Burley Gate - Banbury - Earith - Oxford East 508 91
02 May Jake Brattle LS7 WL Burley Gate - Banbury - Earith - Oxford East 508 91
02 May Finn Sleigh ASW 20 15m Burley Gate - Banbury - Earith - Oxford East 508 92
13 April Andy Aveling ARCUS Turbo Bognor Regis GC - Burbage - Pickenham - Banbury 610 102
15 April Phil Jones VENTUS 3 18m Turbo Holsworthy - Chicklade - Gloucester Canal Bridge 587 118
29 April Andy Aveling ARCUS Turbo Lewes NW - Crediton - Bullington - Polegate 705 86
07 May Phil Jones VENTUS 3 18m Turbo Mynd N - Northleach - Earith - Marlborough 664 101

07 May Nigel Mallender LS8 Burley Gate - Banbury - Earith - Oxford East 507 92



produced a grid on Runway
34, though a late start
reduced everyone's
ambitions. Some pilots
exceeded 7000' and the
Lasham weather station even
calculated a cloud-base of
over 8000'.

A long period of cold air and
high pressure then continued
in April, though sometimes
windy. At first we were
guessing where there would
be over-development and
showers, but late April was
just blue for days.

May was generally a
disappointment, showers
predominated. From 8 May
until 23 May only eleven
flights were posted averaging
177km each. Finally the sun
reappeared and produced large grids on the three days of the Late
Spring Bank Holiday weekend. A total of 276 aerotow launches, into
some strange conditions, only produced 4660 km on the ladder, an
average of 191km per posting, and only 16 km was posted on the
ladder per logged launch.

June was not as bad as May, but I think even June has not produced
many days that will live long in the memory (apart from 23 June).
Having said that, since the start of this season, the average flight
distance posted on the ladder is higher than at this point last year.

One of the difficult decisions
to take is whether fly when the
forecast shows that it will not
be “mega”, but nevertheless it
will still be possible to fly
cross-country. After all you
have to clear your diary, get
up early, drive to Lasham, rig,
possibly struggle far from
home, de-rig (with luck not in
a field) before driving back.
This is some investment in
time and money. Will it be
worth it?

Perhaps you should follow the
philosophy of Garry Coppin
and Andy Aveling. In April they
flew on 18 days and covered
9,108km, that’s over 500km
per flight.  I bet you had
discounted many of those
days.

By ignoring the alarm clock and turning over, waiting for the mega-
day, you risk hardly flying at all. By September you may be wishing
for as good a day as the ones you had sneered at in July.
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Garry Coppin and Andy Aveling about to start on another epic.
Photo: David Edwards



14I wasn’t expecting that

11 July last year looked like a rather
promising cross country day, so I
rigged the Libelle early and
positioned myself on the front of a
rather large grid.

Launching off 27 North in a moderate
north-westerly, I had the familiar worry
of being launched too early, and was
therefore concerned with staying
airborne, as returning to the back of
such a large grid for a relight was not a
pleasant prospect.

So as if on cue, having released at 2000’
the air went rather soft, and it was with
a gentle sense of relief that at 1600’ and
approximately 2km WNW of the field, I

found a weak one-knot thermal, and started a gentle turn to the right.
After four turns, and feeling a little bit more push under the right wing,
I tightened the turn, and as I applied a touch more right rudder,
suddenly the right hand rudder pedal went very soft, and fully forward.

My instant thought as I righted the glider was annoyance, since I
would have to land back, and how long was it likely to take to get the
glider fixed – days or weeks? In retrospect, this may seem a little
relaxed, but then, many years ago, I had had a rudder cable go whilst
thermalling in very rough rotor, and whilst the rudder had flopped
around in the breeze, apart from a lot of adverse yaw in the ensuing
circuit, there was nothing particularly memorable about it.

So, having levelled up, I found myself heading due North, and,
appreciating that the rudder cable must have gone, I turned to the
right, back to the field. More accurately, I moved the stick to the right,
and waited for the adverse yaw. As an Instructor, I have demonstrated
turning a glider without using rudder, and so I expected the nose to

swing up to the left, before the glider staggered into a somewhat
ragged turn to the right.

That was what I expected, but that was not what I got.

Instead I was treated to the right wing going down, the glider
maintaining track and an awful lot of airflow noise. At this point, whilst
I did not panic per se, my attention was very much grabbed.

There is a quote, ‘the definition of insanity is doing the same thing
over and over and expecting different results’ (Ed: Albert Einstein, I
think). I chose to ignore this advice and proceeded to attempt to turn
to the right several times, with a rising sense of incredulity and
concern. Eventually I had to accept that this wasn’t working and began
mentally grabbing at other options. I considered a straight ahead
landing, but the available fields were small, deep in crop, and
criss-crossed with wires – not encouraging!

After a couple more seconds with no better ideas coming to mind, I
thought I might as well try a left turn and much to my surprise this
went much better, just like a turn without the use of rudder should
go. Having turned through about 200 degrees, I levelled up, although
flying rather faster than normal, as this seemed to ‘feel better’.

Realising that I was now heading back straight into the launching grid,
and as I wasn’t anticipating a textbook circuit, I radioed my issue and
intentions.

I flew a high, fast left hand circuit to South grass 27, and started the
approach at about 80kt, slowing to 70kt with full brake as it became
apparent that I was maintaining direction. Putting the Libelle firmly
onto the ground, I applied the wheel-brake strongly, and anticipating
weather-cocking into the north-westerly wind, I managed to keep the
wings level as the glider slewed through 120 degrees to the left before
coming to a stop.

David Williams is a Lasham
instructor. He is famous as
MacDonald’s best customer



So what did I learn from all
this?

Well firstly, it would seem
that the steel rudder-cable
failed in mid-cable – the whys
and wherefores I’ll leave to
the technically adept. At the
time the cable snapped, I was
convinced that the rudder
was just being kept in line by
the airflow.

What seems to have
happened was that at
thermalling speed, the
remaining left cable pulled
the rudder over fully to the
left. This explains why I
couldn’t initially turn right, as
each time I tried, I was
unintentionally entering a full
blown sideslip.

In retrospect, I should have perhaps noticed that when I levelled the
glider up after the rudder cable had broken, it wasn’t all that dramatic,
and that should have been a clue.

Clearly the reason the glider felt better at speed was that at 70kt plus,
the airflow was pushing the rudder back in line.

And finally, although I stopped the glider from ground-looping when
I landed, it was only when I got out that it dawned on me that it had
weather-cocked the wrong way, ie to the left and not into the wind

to the right as I was expecting. Guess that kind of goes to show how
much of this we do subconsciously.

So the take home message from all of this? Over the years, I have
had my fair share of incidents and accidents, and I have come to the
conclusion that learning from other’s mistakes is a lot cheaper and
less painful, so here you are…think of it as a freebie!
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The Libelle in happier times

The start of the “longest day” (actually 23 June)
Dawn to dusk flying at Lasham



16Grimshaw 20  Check flights

Ebeneezer Grimshaw probes the evil that lurks under the
surface

Examinations are supposed to be a “Good Thing” - if somewhat
ephemeral. I mean how much can you remember from any of your
exams? What marks do you think you’d get if you had to retake
them tomorrow?

And yet you wouldn’t want to be examined by an unqualified
doctor… (even though doctors do seem to be wrong half the time).
And as for being flown by an unexamined pilot… well… it’s not just
the qualifications that are the issue, but also how-on-form is your
captain? (Ed: They get check-flights as well)

The point about exams is that first you do the swotting… then you
do the practice… and next, when you’re ready, you take the
examination. Seems perfectly sensible doesn’t it?

But not with check flights. Strangely, check flights are the exact
reverse of this process: First you take the examination… ready or
not.  The Voice Of Doom says “I have control” which can happen in
an instant and usually means you’ve failed. If you don’t get any
such utterances and if your instructor thinks he can live with his
internal display of red lights, then he lets you continue to fly solo.

After this you do the practice. Your next solo thermalling turns are
likely to be a bit ropey. A bit zooomy. But fortunately there are no
witnesses. Your attempt at an elegant slide-slip onto finals becomes
a display of over-confidence followed by a rapid sort-out! The word
in these practice modes is “Whoops… hope no-one saw that!” But
eventually you get the hang of it again.

Finally you might do some actual swotting. How high do I have to
be to fly over a danger area? Is Prince Charles’s house a ‘danger
area’? What is the point of having a MATZ if I can fly through most
of it without permission? Wasn’t there something about runway

lengths and stubs? Or was it the diameter? In fact the longer you
look at an aeronautical chart the more questions spring to mind…
some of them seem quite important!

The fact is that we all get rusty. I was amazed how rusty I became
after six months in COVID purdah. My checks started on aero-tow.
And straightaway I noticed how fantastically heavy a K21 with two
overweight blokes in seemed after last year’s carefree flitting about
in my delightful Skylark.
The first fifty feet on tow went well… but then came a gust from the
northeast: “OI… GET OVER… YOU B*GG*R” quoth I. “WHOA… NOT
THAT MUCH… back a bit… WHOOPS!” I’m the sort that thinks out
loud you see. This was followed by… yes… you’ve guessed… “I have
control…” from the rear.
He was thinking out loud too. So not a good start. This was then
followed by various demonstrations of my inability to keep speed in
a turn… utterly ruthless demonstrations. And this was a K21… which
are very easy to fly (too easy according to some instructors, but
don’t get me started).
By now even I could mentally picture the long rows of flashing red
lights going off deep inside the rear cockpit. And it’s not as if he was
a nasty chap back there. He was quiet and polite… soft spoken…
very reasonable… just very precise. Incredibly precise. Far too
precise! Do we really need that level of precision?
I mean for heaven’s sake I can make this thing go left or right… up
or down. Surely anyone can see that a chap with my abilities can
get a crate like this down onto a field that big without doing too
much damage… how hard can it be?
Somewhat chastened, I got a booking for next day. And I was a bit
better. Although Instructor No 2 still kept banging on about speed
control, his line of red lights couldn’t have been flashing quite so
alarmingly as the other chap’s. He decided, after a bit of nail biting,
that my agricultural flying technique was safe enough for me to be
released back into the wild… at least on aerotow…



Some things have become clear:
1) The very act of being examined tends to send some people

into an abnormal mental state. I’m definitely one of them.
Not that I go to pieces mind you, but I keep asking myself
‘what is this b*gg*r really after? I keep trying to read his
mind and get one jump ahead. And while I’m concentrating
on that aspect another one tends to go to pot!

2) The best thing is probably just to give the guy a nice smooth
worry-free ride. Forget that he’s an instructor. Pretend it’s
your grandmother or someone. (No negative ‘g’!)

3) But don’t be fooled. ‘Granny’ in the back is not benign. She
won’t hesitate to get demanding and tricky… even lure you
from the straight and narrow if she thinks you’re doing well:
“Let’s see what’s under that cloud over there…” No… let’s not.
We don’t have the height! In fact I would go so far as to say
that ‘Granny’ has a definite evil streak which tends to emerge
if you start un-rusting too much.

This became very apparent on the winch-launch checks. My third
instructor was a breezy jolly chap. We got on like a house on fire.
And in my more relaxed state, speed-control was better than ever…
although still a bit wobbly. But he wasn’t worried about that. I
knew that on the next flight, this jolly, fun chap was still going to
ruthlessly sabotage my launch.
I told myself: ‘Instructors are not really evil… the poor chap has
to do this… I must try to think the best of him’. But I lapsed back
into trying to out-think him again: ‘He’ll want to see if I’ve
remembered that straight ahead is best’ I said to myself. So when
BANG came at 420 feet I made sure I plunged down to almost 70
knots before heaving on the old airbrakes. Full airbrake all the way
down. “You’ve got almost 70 knots on” shouted the voice from the
back. “Yes I know… not the slightest danger of stalling… bags of
control authority… great isn’t it?”

We came to a halt some way past the winch. “Um… why didn’t
you… er… fly the right hand 270 you talked about during pre-flight
checks?” he asked. “Well you know… straight ahead is best…” I
replied, confidently prepared. “Sure… but if you’d tried that flying
the club Discus, you’d have ended up in those trees…”
As if to rub in the point during the long walk back there was another
BANG high up. Another instructor had pulled the release at a very
similar height with another student. The glider dipped
appropriately. It did not go into a 70 knot power dive. Instead at
55 knots or so it turned gently right and just wafting around in an
effortless 270 degree turn.  Then with the unused corner of the
airfield nicely lined up it was an easy, sedate, flawless landing.
“Oh. You mean like that?” I said. “Absolutley… “ said instructor 3
“What was wrong with that?”
Aww… spit. That’s how I would normally have flown it! Perhaps,
though, with a little more zooom. Sometimes you just can’t win.
Anyway, Check Instructor No 3 then decided it was time to do
something more ‘interesting’. Now listen… when an instructor says
that… it’s time to start worrying. We did wing-drop stalls, tight
turns and sideslips, but by then I was loving it.
He probably didn’t realise was that anything involving throwing
the aircraft around goes down well with me and my ‘agricultural’
flying technique! So glowing with success I allowed myself to be
lulled into a false sense of security.
“We’re getting a bit low” I pointed out. “So what would you do” he
asked “if you hit a load of sink on the downwind leg?... Like THIS…”
he said… pulling out the air-brakes. Ha… you can’t throw me like
that! I’ve been here before… I know exactly what to do. “No
problem… cut in on a long diagonal and turn in early” I said. “No…
let’s pretend you can’t do that” he said. “WHAT???!!” “Say the
landing area’s full of gliders. Let’s land in Charlie’s field… “
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“No let’s not!” I said “Yes… yes… It’ll be good fun…. good
practice…“ he said correcting himself rapidly. We were almost
there…  bastard!
If you don’t know Charlie’s field, it’s that tiny bit of spare ground
that slopes from the valley up to our perimeter track near the GHC.
No-one in their right mind uses it except for instructors trying to
prove a point.
I’d forgotten all about it… a definite mistake! “Right… round we
go” he said “Just watch out for the tree on the approach.” Eh?
What tree? BLOODY HELL THERE’S A TREE IN THE WAY!  I’d
forgotten about that as well… and with no leaves out yet it was
hard to see.
I shot over it with 60 knots and 6 feet to spare. Our landing run
finished up across the perimeter track. “Hmm” he said. “I think
we’ll try that again…” Apparently me getting us down in one piece
wasn’t good enough. He wanted me to go left or right of the blasted
tree… not over it… and stop well inside the field edge. Instructors…
honestly… and I thought we were getting on so well!
In the air again he cheerfully agreed that all instructors have an
evil streak to them. And that ghastly admission didn’t seem to
bother him in the slightest. The idea that this might very shortly
be sending him straight to hell obviously hadn’t occurred to him!
I decided to go right of the tree…
This time we stopped 25 feet inside the boundary. I hopped out
feeling pleased with myself but Evil Man just looked back and
stroked his chin thoughtfully. “I reckon I could do that and stop
near the middle…”
I didn’t believe a word of it.
So, dear newbie, beware the hazards of letting yourself get
‘un-current’, and try not to show too much rapid improvement or
you, too, will discover evil streaks in people you once looked up
to! And you’ll discover something else. When you do manage to
get a circuit or a manoeuvre absolutely bang on… completely nail

it… is there anyone to witness your aeronautical prowess? Is there
hell! Your mistakes are widely viewed and commented on. But your
triumphs are yours alone!
Sad but true… as you will find out!
I don’t know about you, but I don’t need in-flight ‘entertainment’
when I’m travelling. In a rear seat I can already see the flap
settings, so since they usually give you a moving map, what I also
want next is an altimeter and an airspeed indicator.
The Queen used to have these in the old Royal Flights, I believe.
I wonder if she ever shouted at the pilot: “I’m the bl**dy Queen…
let’s have a bit more speed there!”

Amalia Maiden, who has recently passed the Bronze flight test,
doing a beautiful fully held-off landing. Photo: David Edwards
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)
Committee of Management
Nick Hoare
Nigel Mallender
Patrick Naegeli (Chairman)
Alix Pentecost
Ginny Pringle
Gary Pullen (Vice-chairman)

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Hon Treasurer
John McCullagh

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Jordan Bridge (DCFI)

Office staff
Joan Carey (Finance manager)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Angela McVie
Sharon White

Workshop
John Brooke (Part time)
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Facilities and winch
Colin Currie (Facilities Manager)
Mateusz “Matt” Gocek (Workshop fitter)
Paul Haliday (Winch driver)
Ed Jones (Winch driver)
Paul Osborne (Groundsman)
Gary Pullen (Part-time facilities)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Abi Buckland “The Flight Deck” Restaurant
01256 384 910

Jaison Beeson “51 Degrees North” Bar
07585-954578

Other roles
Vacant (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Watt (Airspace)
Henry Freeborn (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Bill Bullimore
Competitions - Christine Bullimore
Flying - Colin Watt

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust
Donations to make Lasham even better. The
trustees are: Graham Garnett, Nigel Mallender,
and the Society’s chairman.
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